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Spring is upon us, and what better way to celebrate it than with an epic egg 
hunt in Magic Eggs?

Magic Eggs is a cute spring-themed slot that will help players start the new 
season off with a bang� While this joyful 3-reel slot may seem simple at first 
glance, it is filled with egg-citement and sweet wins� 

Magic Eggs is jam-packed full of traditional Easter-themed symbols, including 
an Easter bunny as a generous Special symbol� The game is fun and easy 
to play even by new slot players and offers customisable features, including 
adjustable Volatility Levels™� 

Easter might be once a year, but players can enjoy Magic Eggs slot all year 
round!

 

Game Title:

Game type:

Reels / Paylines:

RTP:

Min bet:

Max win:

Markets:

Magic Eggs

Slot Games

96,41%

0�1 EUR

3 / 5

40x bet

Game ID: 262485

Malta United Kingdom EstoniaPortugal Germany Denmark

Game features: Special Symbol, Gamble Feature

Volatility:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Currencies:

Volatility Levels™ (Low, Standard, High)

All currencies & cryptocurrencies
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Magic Eggs is an egg-cellent spring-themed slot that allows players to leave the winter blues behind and move on to brighter days� 
With 3 reels, 5 paylines, cute graphics, and simple gameplay, it is a great mood booster all year round�

Magic Eggs takes players on an Easter egg hunt across the green meadows with a cute little bunny bringing high payouts as a Special symbol�
Easter is one of those holidays that comes and goes far too quickly, but players can extend this joyful period by playing Magic Eggs�

Egg-citing Easter Slot
Easter bunny is ready for action!
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Scatter Symbol
Drawing at least 3 Scatter symbols anywhere on the reels pays the win�

Special symbol
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our  
Unique Gamble Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Happy Easter and good luck
with the Magic Eggs hunt!


